WARRANTY

Technical information about VViViD Vinyl products are based upon testing by VViViD Vinyl. These tests are considered to be extremely reliable but does not imply a guarantee or warranty based on this information.

All VViViD Vinyl products purchased are to be used for its intended purpose. The purchaser must determine the suitability of our products for his or her intended project.

VViViD Vinyl will incur all shipping expenses aimed to fulfill our warranty. This includes original and future shipping costs for replacements and repairs.

Products should be stored vertically in cool, dry area.(70 °F (21 °C)).

BEFORE INSTALLATION:

1. All VViViD products are guaranteed to be free from manufacturing defects in the material for 2 years after delivery. (film must be stored properly). Vinyl will be replaced under warranty.

2. VViViD Vinyl sole obligation under this warranty, expressed or implied, shall be limited to the replacement or repair of the defective product. If repair or exchanged is deemed not practical, VViViD Vinyl shall issue a credit up to the original purchase price.

3. VViViD Vinyl's Obligation and liability for defective material shall not exceed the original purchase price paid by purchaser. In no way is VViViD Vinyl liable for any incidental or consequential damages and costs beyond original purchase price, whether as a result of defects in the product or not, whether discovered before or after installation or caused by VViViD Vinyl's negligence.

AFTER / DURING INSTALLATION:

1. Adhesive Failure where large portions of glue are separating from material is fully covered by VViViD Vinyl and will be replaced under warranty. A photo reference and physical sample will be required. This is for installation only, removal is not warranted.

2. Surface failure where shrinkage of the material is deemed excessive (at the discretion of VViViD Vinyl Officer) will be replaced under warranty. (Photo reference required).

3. Full Surface failure where lamination is peeling from itself on most of the vehicle within 2 years will be replaced under warranty. (photo references required). If this separation is localized in a small area, VViViD Vinyl is not liable.

4. Peeling, bubbling and other installation defects are only covered by warranty for 2 years when installed by a VViViD Vinyl certified installer. Any other individual or company not certified by VViViD Vinyl cannot benefit from this implied guarantee.

OTHER THAN THOSE EXPRESSLY SET FORTH ABOVE, NO ADDITIONAL WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED ARE VALID. WARRANTY SHALL APPLY ONLY TO PRODUCTS SOLD BY VViViD VINYL. VViViD VINYL DISCLAIMS AND EXCLUDES ALL OTHER SUCH WARRANTIES. NO WAIVER, ALTERATION, ADDITION OR MODIFICATION OF THE FOREGOING CONDITIONS SHALL BE VALID UNLESS MADE IN WRITING AND MANUALLY SIGNED BY AN OFFICER OF VViViD VINYL.

CALL +1 844 5 VViViD (88 4843)

EMAIL support@vvividvinyl.com